EZ4-X Quick Notes
6. Serial Number
PATIENTS
MUST
ENTER SEAT
FROM SIDE.

5. Push Bar

2. Quick Release
Back Lever

4. Quick Change
Battery Pack

7. Positioning Pendant
6. Serial Number
1. Arm Rail

3. Caster Braking System

1. Arm Rail – Lowering/Raising

2. Quick Release
Back Lever

Lowering the Arm Rail

Raising the Arm Rail

Quick Release Back Lever

Grasp the top of the arm rail
and push in slightly, while
pulling out on the rail release
tab. Once the arm rail latch is
deactivated, the arm rail can be
lowered into the down position
under the seat. Once under the
seat, push in on the arm rail to
engage the arm rail retainer.

Lift up on the arm rail until
it is in the up position. The
arm rail latch will engage
automatically.

Located under the seat section, on
the patient right side. To activate the
release, pull out lever.

NOTE: Pull on arm rail after
it is raised to ensure it is
securely locked.

NOTE: The back section quick
release is to be used for emergency
purposes only.
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EZ4-X Quick Notes
7. Positioning Pendant

3. Caster Braking System Operation

Pendant Control
The pendant is normally stored on top of the back section or on the side rails.
NOTE: The pendant control is NOT INTENDED FOR PATIENT USE.

Back Adjustment

Brake Mode

Steer Mode

Neutral Mode

The braking system is activated
by pressing the red end down
on any of the brake pedals
located on the chair base.
When activated, this mode will
prevent all four casters from
swiveling and the caster wheels
from rolling.

The steer lock system is
activated by pressing the green
end down on any of the brake
pedals located on the chair
base. When activated, the
caster on the patient’s right
side, near the foot end will lock
parallel with the base but the
wheel will still roll. The other
three casters will swivel and
roll freely.

The braking system can be
placed in the Neutral Mode by
ensuring that the brake pedals
located on the chair base are
in a horizontal position.

The first row of buttons on the
pendant control the back section
recline level. Press the left button
to raise the chair back or the right
to lower the back as indicated by
the arrows.

Leg Adjustment
The second row of buttons on the
pendant control the leg section
incline level. Press the left button
to raise the chair leg or the right to
lower the leg section as indicated
by the arrows.

Height Adjustment
The third row of buttons on the
pendant control the height of the
chair. Press the left button to raise
the chair or the right to lower the
chair as indicated by the arrows.

4. Quick Change Battery Pack System

Simultaneous Leg &
Back Operation (Auto
Contour)

Removing the Battery
Pack from the Chair
Grasp the integrated handle
on the battery pack and lift up
until the locks disengage. Pull
the battery pack away from the
mounting bracket.

Installing the Battery Pack onto the Chair

The fourth row of buttons on the
pendant control the simultaneous
activation of the leg and back
sections. Press the left button to
raise the chair leg and lower the
back, putting the chair in a flat position. Press the right button to
lower the leg and raise the back section, placing the unit into the
chair position.

Place the (2) circular pins located on the back of the battery pack
into the square openings on the battery mounting bracket. Once
they are in place, slide the battery pack down until the locks are
engaged.

Seat Tilt

Recommended Battery Charging Protocol: Exchange
Battery Every One to Three Days

The fifth row of buttons on the pendant control the seat tilt. Press the left
button to tilt the seat backward. Press the right button to tilt the seat forward.

5. Push Bar Operation

X Seat-Tilt Positioning

Lowering the Push Bar
Grasp the push bar tube while pulling out on the
red release knob. Lower the push bar into the down
position.

Raising/Locking the Push Bar
Lift up on the push bar tube until it is in the up
position. The locking knob will engage automatically.

6. Serial Number
Locations
The Serial Number is located on the back of the chair and on the back of the
leg section.
NOTE: You will need to know your chair’s Serial Number when calling for
service or with questions about your EZ chair.

This feature allows for reclined and Trendelenburg positioning for comfort, treatment and pressure point relief.
In chair position, tilt the seat fully forward, have the patient slide toward the edge of the cushion, then use
the height adjustment and it can be used to help an ambulatory patient move from sitting to standing position
easily.

